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My name is Richard Robbins. I serve on Manhattan CB7 and am on the Transportation 

Committee but am speaking for myself. 

 

Vision Zero is a big idea. If we want to save lives, we can’t stick with business as usual. 

 

Crash Avoidance Technology - First, we should mandate crash avoidance technology such as 

automatic braking for all for-hire vehicles, MTA buses, NYC fleet vehicles, and heavy vehicles, 

and lobby Albany to require it for all new vehicles sold in the State. 

 

Reckless Driver Accountability Act - We need to implement Brad Lander’s Reckless Driver 

Accountability Act to impound vehicles with five or more red-light and speed camera violations. 

 

Split NYPD between Crime / Streets - Street safety is an afterthought for NYPD. Few officers 

are trained on radar and traffic takes them away from other priorities. They don’t like going to 

court and are not trained to do so. And segmenting enforcement into precincts doesn’t 

necessarily make sense. We should split other crime from traffic enforcement. 

 

Strict Enforcement / Your Speed Signs - We need to strictly enforce the 25 MPH speed limit. 

Drivers need to know that if they speed they will get a ticket. One way to create an environment 

where drivers respect the speed limit is “Your Speed” radar signs telling drivers their speed. 

 

Educate Drivers - Many vehicles involved in crashes are from outside the City. My local 

precinct analyzed 187 vehicles in crashes at several of their worst intersections. Only 15% of 

the vehicles were from Manhattan and 63% from New York City. More cars were from NJ than 

Manhattan. We need to educate drivers about driving in the City, and need better signs and 

education such as about the speed limit and the need to yield to pedestrians. 

 

Better Data / Analysis - And we need more sophisticated analysis of crashes like this to learn 

more about crashes. How many involve left turns? Should left turns be banned, at least from 

Broadway and other two way corridors? 

 

This analysis is much harder because precincts don’t have digital access to data in Police 

Accident Reports. And PAR data should be made available to general public with only sensitive 

personal data redacted. Currently publicly available NYPD crash data doesn’t have essential 

information such as direction of travel or zip codes of vehicles. 

 

Double Parking - Officers tell me that double parking contributes to increased crashes. This 

needs to be actively enforced. One extreme violator is Fresh Direct, whose trucks stay parked in 

the same location for 8 hours while they make scheduled deliveries, essentially using our 



streets as distribution centers. In 2018, they received 28,000 tickets, yet paid a reduced rate of 

only $1.8 million citywide -- this is a fraction of the $6 million rent Fairway pays for just its 

Broadway location. 

 

Alternate Side Parking - A study shows average New York City drivers spend 107 hours / year 

searching for parking. Alternate Side Parking not only creates congestion and crashes, it is 

horrible for the environment. 

 

Bike Enforcement - People are terrified of bikes and call for greater enforcement. But 

enforcement is rarely of the activities that are most of concern -- riding the wrong way and riding 

on sidewalks. We also need to educate people about delivery cyclists -- too often the same 

people who complain about bikes riding unsafely expect food deliveries in 30 seconds and give 

small tips. 

 

Don’t Give Community Boards Veto on Public Safety -- Finally, we have a team of experts at 

DOT, yet DOT is the only NYC agency that has to defer to untrained, volunteer community 

board members on life/death issues. We don’t make the Fire Department get Community Board 

approval for fire regulations. We shouldn’t make DOT do so for street safety issues. 
















